102 – Rivalry
Warning for world worshippers who are negligent of the Hereafter

PART A
(1-2) Tendency of mankind towards worldly affairs

Point 1
(1) Worldliness is the source of mankind's negligence of perfection and happiness

Point 2
(2) Insistence of some people upon worldliness until death

PART B
(3-8) Awareness of world worshippers of the realities of their deeds through witnessing of Hell

Point 1
(3-4) Soon enough, the truth of world worshipping will become known

Point 2
(5-6) In this world, it is possible to witness Hell with the knowledge of certainty

Point 3
(7) In the Hereafter, Hell will be witnesses by the eye

Point 4
(8) In the Hereafter, there will be interrogations as a result of abuse of Divine Blessings.
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